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Success!

Participation

Movement

Activity

Help

Conversation

If the transition itself does not involve getting out of seats, can students get out of their seat for any reason during 
the transition?               If yes, what are acceptable reasons?

If the transition itself involves out-of-seat movement, can a student go elsewhere (e.g., to sharpen a pencil)?
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Transition _________________________________________________________________

Can students engage in conversations with each other during this transition?                      Voice Level:  
If yes, clarify how (so that they keep their attention on completing the transition). 

How do students get questions answered? How do students get your attention?

Explain the transition. What will be different afterwards? (e.g., change in location, use of different materials, etc.). 
Include time criteria (how long it should take).

What behaviors show that students are participating in the transition fully and responsibly?

What behaviors show that a student is not participating appropriately in the transition?


	Untitled

	Transition: Clean up at end of day
	Voice Level: [2]
	Help: Raise their hands.
	How: Conversation is only for the purpose of saying "excuse me," "thank you," and "please."
	Activity: Students get out homework folders and place what they need to take home on their desk.  When called on by the teacher, students go as rows first to the coat rack, then to their mailbox to collect their things.  They put everything going home into their backpacks.  They stack their chairs on their desks and stand quietly until told by row to line up.  Complete within 10 minutes, then teacher makes announcements.
	Movement: [Yes]
	Movement_guidelines: Yes
	Movement_reasons: When directed by the teacher to do so
	Behaviors_participating: Students get what they need from their desks, follow teacher directions, put items to go home in their backpack, stack chairs in a quiet and orderly manner, and wait quietly until told to line up.
	Behaviors_notparticipating: Talking without a reason given above.  Putting papers from mailbox into desk.  Not getting homework ready.  Talking above level 2.  Not being careful when stacking chairs.
	Conversation: [Yes]
	Reset: 


